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ABSTRACT
This paper establishes a framework within which interaction control is designed for
the aerial slung load system composed of an underactuated aerial vehicle, a cable
and a load. Instead of developing a new control law for the system, we propose the
interaction control scheme by the controllers for under-actuated aerial systems. By
selecting the deferentially flat output as the configuration, the equations of motion
of the two systems are described in an identical form. The flight control task of
the under-actuated aerial vehicle is thus converted into the control of the aerial
slung load system. With the help of an admittance filter, the compliant trajectory
is generated for the load subject to external interaction force. Moreover, the con-
vergence of the whole system is proved by using the boundedness of the tracking
error of vehicle attitude tracking as well as the estimation error of external force.
Based on the developed theoretical results, an example is provided to illustrate the
design algorithm of interaction controller for the aerial slung load via an existing
flight controller directly. The correctness and applicability of the obtained results
are demonstrated via the illustrative numerical example.

KEYWORDS
Aerial slung load system, interaction control, under-actuated aerial vehicle,
differential flatness

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation and Background

Aerial slung load transportation has attracted considerable research interests in recent
years. An aerial slung load system is usually composed of an under-actuated aerial
vehicle, the cable and the load, among which the aerial vehicle provides thrust that is
further transferred to the load via the cable. As such, the 3D position of the load can be
controlled simultaneously in the aerial slung load system. The aerial slung load system
could advance the maneuverability of transportation and also enhance the functions
of aerial vehicles, and therefore has found wide applications. As the cable has a light
weight, the aerial slung load transportation is more efficient compared to other aerial
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manipulation based on manipulators [1].
Because of the load mass, the aerial slung load system is vulnerable to the swing

problem. In order to overcome this problem, many researchers have investigated the
motion control problem of slung load system and quite a few results have been reported
in the literature. For instance, Lee et al. has examined the dynamics of the aerial
slung load system, and designed a geometric controller for the system in [2]. Fang
et al. has proposed an energy-based control algorithm in [3] for aerial slung load
system. In [4], Romero et al. has developed a controller for the slung load system
via energy shaping. By using the backstepping scheme, Silvestre et al. has solved the
control problem in [5,6] for the quadrotor slung load system. Leang et al. has exploited
the image-based control approach of the aerial slung load system in [7], where the
provided algorithm can be used for package delivery. Some other researchers have
adopted the planning-based methodology to deal with the swing problem induced by
the slung load, see, e.g. [8]. Shan has studied the development of a novel quadrotor
load transportation system in [9], which carries payload with four cables. In [10], Kim
et al. has proposed the obstacle avoidance algorithm for the aerial slung load system.
The data-driven control methodology for the aerial slung load system has also been
explored in the literature [11]. According to the aforementioned literature, with the
purpose of stabilizing of the load, the controller for the slung load system should be
different from that of the under-actuated vehicle motion itself.

Aside from the single aircraft-based slung load system, there have been various
research fruits regarding the collaborative load transportation via multiple aerial ve-
hicles. For example, in [12], Lee et al. has proved that by appropriately designing the
configuration of the multiple aerial vehicles, the 6D position and attitude of the load
can be controlled independently. According to this principle, the motion control of the
load transportation using multiple aerial vehicles has been investigated by a number
of researchers, see, e.g. [13–17]. Note that the approaches proposed in the above liter-
ature have also implemented controllers that are different from the flight controller of
aerial vehicles. However, it should be noted that the flight controllers for the under-
actuated aerial vehicles are mature enough now [18]. Consequently, it is natural to
propose the algorithm which transfers the existing flight controller to the controller of
aerial slung load system with a slight modification but at a smaller cost. However, as
mentioned earlier, the dynamics and control of the two kinds of system are different.
The dynamics of the aerial slung load has higher order than that of under-actuated
aerial vehicles. This brings challenge in transferring the flight controller to the aerial
slung load system.

It is now recognized that an under-actuated aerial vehicle can be expressed by a
differentially flat system with flat output of position and yaw angle [19]. On the other
hand, it is known that the aerial slung load system is also differentially flat [2, 20].
The flat output of the aerial slung load system can then be selected as the position
and the yaw angle of the load. The differential flatness of the two kinds of systems
implies that there is certain similarity that can be utilized to transfer the controller of
under-actuated aerial vehicles to that of aerial slung load systems.

Another interesting and significant problem should be mentioned is the interac-
tion control, which is a fundamental requirement in many practical human-machine-
environment interface or collaboration such as the robotic system [21]. Such a problem
has special significance for the aerial system subject to uncertain disturbances, and
therefore has stirred ever-increasing attention, see, e.g. [22–26] for some recent repre-
sentative works. For instance, in [24], A. Franchi et al. has investigated the aerial phys-
ical interaction control problem via IDA-PBC. Lippiello et al. has studied in [25,26] the
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Figure 1.: The aerial slung load physically interacts with the environment, where
e1 = (1, 0, 0)T , e2 = (0, 1, 0)T , e3 = (0, 0, 1)T .

interaction control of aerial vehicle via impedance control or passivity-based control.
The existing work provides reference for designing the interaction control framework,
where it is shown that the interaction controller should enforce the system passive
while keeping stable. Note that the impedance control or admittance control is the
most popular methodology used in the interaction.

In general, the possible scenarios applying the interaction control for the aerial slung
load system include human-in-the-loop control and the collision response. Under the
compliant interaction control, the human can manipulate the slung load via physical
interaction. In such a case, the human generates external force on the load while the
slung load system should react to the force such that it compliantly obeys the com-
mands from the human. Such human-in-the-loop operation is believed to be capable
of combining the intelligence of human and the motion accuracy of the machine. On
the other hand, when the load collisions with the environment, the interaction control
should also let the slung load system react to the collision force compliantly. Fig. 1
indicates a scheme of such scenario.

1.2. Contributions

In this paper, a novel control approach for the aerial slung load system is designed.
We consider the external force exerted on the load, which is further utilized for the
interaction control design. As only the translational motion of the load is considered
in this paper, one aircraft is enough for the control purpose. Therefore, we simply
consider the 3D external force on the load. Instead of designing new controller for the
interaction control, we aim to directly transfer the exiting aircraft flight controller to
the interaction controller of the aerial slung load system. By analyzing the differential
flatness of the two kinds of systems, the similarity of the two systems is summarized and
adopted in the transfer of the controller. Subsequently, by assuming the boundedness of
the attitude tracking error and the force estimation error, the convergence of the whole
system is analyzed. We will further apply the theoretical results to derive a detailed
interaction controller for the aerial slung system. The key parts of the interaction
controller are totally derived from the under-actuated aerial vehicle.

The contributions of the paper can therefore be summarized as follows.
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• The similarity of the under-actuated aerial vehicle and the aerial slung load
system is analyzed and summarized, which provides a theoretical basis for the
controller transfer.
• The theoretical framework is proposed within which the existing flight controller

can be conveniently transferred to the interaction control. To the best knowledge
of authors, there are no other similar methodologies. The proposed methodology
can speed up the development of the interaction controller for the aerial slung
load systems.
• The convergence is proved for the overall closed-loop system with uncertainties.

From the proof, it is seen that the transfer can be finished from any existing stable
flight controller, not for a specific flight controller. The strict proof indicates that
the transfer from fight controller to the interaction controller of aerial slung load
systems is adequate.

This paper is organized in five sections. In Section 2, the modeling of the two
kinds of system and the theoretical basis on the transfer of the controller are derived.
The application example by applying the theoretical basis is proposed in Section 3.
Numerical examples on a small scale aerial slung load system are presented in Section
4.

2. Modeling and Problem Formulation

2.1. Dynamics of the Aerial Slung Load

In the aerial slung load system, the aircraft and the load are assumed to connect to
the cable at the center of the mass (COM). Therefore, the thrust acting on the load
only affects the translational motion of the load, while the cable does not affect the
rotational motion of the aircraft. The configuration of the cable is expressed in S2,
while the configuration of the under-actuated aerial vehicle is expressed in SE(3).

The configuration space of the entire system is thus R3 × SO(3) × S2 × R3. We
define the coordinate frames as shown in Fig. 1, where frame {E} is the inertial frame
whose z axis coincides with the gravity direction. The kinematics and dynamics of the
aerial slung load system can be expressed as [2],

ṗL = vL
(mV +mL)(v̇L − ge3) = (−q · TRV e3 +mV l(q̇ · q̇))q
q̇ = ωL × q
ω̇L = − 1

mV l
q × TRV e3

ṘV = RV ω̂V
Mω̇V + ω̂VMωV = τ

(1)

where pL ∈ R3 and vL ∈ R3 represent the position and velocity of the load expressed in
inertial frame; q ∈ S2 represents the attitude of the cable expressed in inertial frame;
M ∈ R3×3 is the inertia tensor of the underactuaed aerial vehicle; mV and mL are the
mass of the vehicle and the load, respectively; g is the acceleration due to gravity; l
is the length of the cable; T is the magnitude of thrust provided by the aerial vehicle;
ωL ∈ R3 is the angular velocity of the cable expressed in inertia frame; RV ∈ SO(3) is
the rotation matrix of the aerial vehicle; ωV ∈ R3 is the angular velocity of the load
and τ ∈ R3 is the torque of the aerial vehicle.

It is observed that the first two elements of (1) define the motion of the load position
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of the system, the third and fourth equations define the load attitude of the system,
and the last two equations represent the attitude of the aerial vehicle. Assuming that
the cable with suspended load is not extending, we have the following constraints for
the system

q · ωL = 0 (2)

It can be concluded from (1) that the attitude motion of the aerial vehicle is decou-
pled from the translational motion and the rotational motion of the load. Therefore,
we can further divide system (1) into two parts, namely, the load subsystem described
by the first four elements in (1) and the vehicle attitude subsystem expressed by the
last two elements in (1).

It is widely recognized that during the physical interaction, there are always forces
on the load, and moreover, for the real-world systems, the uncertainties induced by
un-modeled dynamics and disturbances are unavoidable. In view of this, by taking
into account the external interaction force and uncertainties, the EOM of the load
subsystem can be written as follows:

ṗL = vL
v̇L = 1

(mV +mL)
(−q · TRV e3 +mV l(q̇ · q̇))q + ge3+

Fe

mL
+ d1

q̇ = ωL × q
ω̇L = − 1

mV l
q × TRV e3 + d2

(3)

where d1 ∈ R3 and d2 ∈ R3, respectively, represent uncertainties due to un-modeled
dynamics and external disturbances; Fe ∈ R3 is the external force exerted on the load.
Here, it is assumed that d1, d2, Fe and Ḟe are all bounded. The external interaction
force can be generated from humans during the human-in-the-loop operation, or from
the contact with the environment.

Problem 1. Consider the aerial slung load system dynamics (3). Given a desired load
position trajectory pL,ref (t) which is smooth enough, consider the tracking error of the
aerial vehicle, design the thrust T and the commanded vehicle attitude RV,d, such that
the actual trajectory pL(t) compliantly obey the external force Fe, while the tracking
error pL(t)− pL,ref is ultimately bounded.

2.2. EOM Transformation of the Under-actuated Aerial Vehicle

The dynamics of the slung load system can be obtained from the under-actuated aerial
vehicle in terms of the motion of the load. To this end, we first recall the dynamics
of the under-actuated aerial vehicle. Moreover, we build the inertial frame whose z-
axis coincides with the gravity direction. Then the EOM of the under-actuated aerial
vehicle can be expressed as follows:

ṗ = v
v̇ = ge3 − T

mRe3 + d4
Ṙ = Rω̂
ω̇ = M−1 (τ − ω̂Mω) + d5

(4)
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where p ∈ R3, v ∈ R3, R ∈ SO(3), and ω ∈ R3 are the position, velocity, rotation
matrix and angular velocity of the aerial vehicle, respectively; T ∈ R and τ ∈ R3 are
the thrust and torque of the aerial vehicle, respectively; d4 ∈ R3 and d5 ∈ R3 are the
bounded disturbances, respectively.

It is well-known that the under-actuated aerial vehicle is differentially flat with flat
output (p, γ), where γ is the yaw angle. It is seen from EOM (4) that the position of
the under-actuated aerial vehicle depends on the thrust rather than on the yaw angle.
Selecting the flat output variables as the configuration, we can transform the original
under-actuated aerial vehicle EOM (4) to the following reduced-order EOM:

ṗ = v
v̇ = ge3 − T

mV
Re3 + d4

ṙ3 = Ω× r3
Ω̇ = τ ′ + d′5

(5)

where r3 = R3e3 is the unit vector along the negative direction of the thrust; Ω =
−Rê23ω is the angular velocity projected onto the plane orthogonal to the unit vector
Re3, expressed in the inertial frame; τ ′ = Rω(−ê3)2ω + R(−ê3)2τ is the equivalent
input and d′5 is the equivalent disturbance.

By defining the reduced-order state as xV = (p, v, r3,Ω), the EOM of the under-
actuated aerial vehicle can be written in the following affine format:

ẋV = f(xV ) + h(xV )

[
T
mV

τ ′

]
+ dV (6)

where f(·) : R9×S1 7→ R12 and h(xV ) ∈ R12×4 are defined from the EOM (5) and dV
represents the uncertainties.

2.3. EOM Transformation of the Aerial Slung-load System

From the comparison between the EOM of the under-actuated aerial vehicle and the
load subsystem of the aerial slung load system (i.e., the first four equations of the slung
load system), it can be observed that there are certain similarities. In the slung load
system, the cable provides the thrust for the translational motion and the rotational
motion perpendicular to the cable.

In the presence of the external interaction force, the actual EOM of the slung-load
system can be written as follows:

ṗL = vL
v̇L = ge3 − TL

mL
q + Fe

mL
+ d1

q̇ = ωL × q
ω̇L = τL + d2

(7)

where TL = mLqTTRV e3+mLmV l‖ωL‖2
mV +mL

is the cable tension which provides thrust for the

load and τL = − 1
mV l

q̂TRV e3 is the projection of the equivalent torque onto the plane
orthogonal to q.

Denoting the state xL = (pL, vL, q, ωL), the EOM of load subsystem can be written
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as follows:

ẋL = f(xL) + h(xL)

[
TL

mL

τL

]
+ dL + we (8)

where (TL, τL) is the equivalent input of the load subsystem and we = (0, Fe

mL
, 0, 0).

We assume the boundedness of dL as ‖dL‖ ≤ bd, where bd is a positive constant.
Comparing the load subsystem EOM (8) with the aerial vehicle reduced EOM (6),

we observe that the two EOMs have the same form. However, (8) takes (τL, TL) as
the input, which is actually the virtual input. It also can be seen that the relationship
between the virtual input (τL, TL) and T, r3 is expressed by[

TL

mL

τL

]
= A(xL)Tr3 +B(xL) (9)

where the matrices A(xL) ∈ R4×3 and B(xL) ∈ R4 are determined from (7).
Note that the system contains the unknown uncertainties. We start the design of

the controller from the nominal EOM. By excluding the uncertainties from (8), the
nominal EOM of the load subsystem can be written as follows:

˙̄xL = f(x̄L) + h(x̄L)

[
TL

mL

τL

]
(10)

By the similar line, the nominal EOM of the underactuated aerial vehicle can be
written as follows:

˙̄xv = f(x̄v) + h(x̄v)

[
T
mV

τ ′

]
(11)

It should be mentioned that for the under-actuated aerial vehicles, there exist var-
ious techniques via which the exponential stability of the closed loop system can be
guaranteed. Then, without loss of generality, we assume that there exists a controller
which stabilizes system (11) exponentially.

The following assumption is also needed for our further development.

Assumption 1. The attitude tracking controller of the system (4) can render the
attitude tracking error bounded, which can be expressed as,

‖R−Rd‖ ≤ b1 (12)

where b1 < 2 is a small positive constant.

Assumption 1 is rational, The examples of such controller can be found in many
kinds of literature, i.e., [18, 27,28].
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2.4. Admittance Filter

In order to realize the compliant interaction control, the following admittance filter is
adopted to generate compliant trajectory of the vehicles under external forces,

Mp̈L,e +DṗL,e +KpL,e = Fe (13)

where M , D and K are the desired diagonal mass matrix, damping matrix, and the
stiffness matrix, respectively; pL,e = pL,d − pL,ref is the error between the reference
trajectory and the compliant desired trajectory. Given the compliant desired trajec-
tory, we then need to design the controller to track the trajectory. Then, the purpose
of the controller design is to determine Tr3 such that pL → pL,d. However, as there
exist unknown uncertainties in the system, pL → pL,d is usually difficult to achieve.
In this paper, the objective is to make the tracking error pL − pL,d reside within an
allowable region containing origin.

2.5. Transfer from the Controller of Under-actuated Aerial Vehicle

With the purpose of designing and analyzing the interaction control of the slung-load
system, let us first review the control of the under-actuated aerial vehicle. From the
assumption that there exists a controller which stabilizes system (11) exponentially,
and according to the converse theorem of the exponential stability, by defining the
tracking error of the nominal system (11) as x̃V , there is a continuously differentiable
function V : [0×∞]×D0 3 (t, x̃V )→ V ∈ R such that the following inequalities are
satisfied:

c1‖x̃V ‖2 ≤ V ≤ c2‖x̃V ‖2
V̇ ≤ −c3‖x̃V ‖2∥∥∥ ∂V
∂x̃V

∥∥∥ ≤ c4‖x̃V ‖ (14)

for some positive constants c1, c2, c3 and c4.
From the similarity between the slung load system and the under-actuated aerial

vehicle, the design task of controller for system (5) can be converted to the design of
the controller for (8). In this case, for the closed loop nominal load subsystem, there
is also the same Lyaponov function V : [0×∞]×D0 3 (t, x̃L)→ V ∈ R satisfying,

c1‖x̃L‖2 ≤ V ≤ c2‖x̃L‖2
V̇ ≤ −c3‖x̃L‖2∥∥∥ ∂V∂x̃L

∥∥∥ ≤ c4‖x̃L‖ (15)

We denote the developed virtual control by τL,d, TL,d. Then the commanded thrust
vector for the aerial vehicle can be designed by inverting (9) as follows:

Tdr3,d = A−1
([

TL
τL

]
+ h−1(xL)w∗e −B

)
(16)

where w∗e is the estimation external force, which can be generated by a stable estimator
[29,30]; A−1 and h−1 are the pseudo-inverse of A and h, respectively.
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Denote the estimation error by w̃ = w − w∗. Since the estimator is assumed to be
stable, the estimation error is bounded by

‖w̃‖ ≤ b2 (17)

where b2 is a positive constant.
Consider the load subsystem (5). Let us denote the state tracking error by x̃L.

Taking into consideration the boundedness of the attitude tracking error and the force
estimation error, it can be derived that V̇ satisfies

V̇ =− c3‖x̃L‖2 +
∂V

∂x̃L
[A(xL)(TRe3 − TRde3) + dL + w̃]

≤− c3‖x̃L‖2 +
∂V

∂x̃L

([ 1
mV +mL

qT

− 1
mV l

q̂

]
T (R−Rd)e3+

dL + w̃)

(18)

The thrust provided by the aerial vehicle is also bounded, which can be expressed
as ‖T‖ ≤ b3, where b3 is a positive constant. Then we have

V̇ ≤− c3‖x̃L‖2 +

∥∥∥∥ ∂V∂x̃L
∥∥∥∥
[√

1

m2
V +m2

L

+
1

m2
V l

2

b3b1] + c4(b2 + bd)‖x̃L‖

≤ − c3‖x̃L‖2 + c4b1b3

√
1

m2
V +m2

L

+
1

m2
V l

2
‖x̃L‖+

c4(b2 + bd)‖x̃L‖
≤ − (1− θ)c3‖x̃L‖2 − θc3‖x̃L‖2 + c5‖x̃L‖

(19)

where θ < 1 is a positive constant; the positive constant c5 = c4b1b3
√

1
m2

V +m2
l

+ 1
m2

V l
2 +

c4(b2 + bd).
Consequently, it can be concluded that the tracking error x̃L converges to the region

{x̃L : ‖x̃L‖ ≤ c2c5
c1θc3
} in finite time. The transfer from the flight control of underactu-

ated aerial vehicles to the interaction control of aerial slung load system is therefore
achieved.

3. Application Example

3.1. External Force Estimation

Based on the obtained results, we know that there exists a stable estimator for the
external force estimation. In this application example, the external force is estimated
by using the momentum-based method. We define the momentum of the load as ρ =
mLvL. Then from the EOM of the system we can obtain the derivative of ρ as follows:

ρ̇ = mLv̇L = −TLq +mLge3 + Fe (20)
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Next, we define the following estimator for the external force exerted on the load

F ∗e = kI([ρ−
∫

(−TLq +mLge3 + F ∗e )dt− ρ(0)]) (21)

where kI = diag(kI1, kI2, kI3) ∈ R3×3 is positive definite diagonal matrix.

3.2. Baseline Controller for Under-actuated Aerial Vehicles

There are various baseline controllers for aerial vehicles. In this paper, we adopt a
baseline controller for the under-actuated aerial vehicle from our previous paper [18].
The controller for the under-actuated aerial vehicle is composed of the outer position
control loop which outputs the virtual force, and the inner attitude control loop which
outputs the torque.

The virtual control force for the translational motion of the aerial vehicles is designed
from

Fd = mv(−kT (p̃T , ṽT )T + p̈d) (22)

where kT ∈ R6×6 is positive definite diagonal matrix; p̃ and ṽ are the position and
velocity tracking error, respectively, and pd is the desired position.

The virtual control input Fd is then mapped to the reference attitude Rd and the
thrust T as follows:

T = ‖mg − Fd‖

Then Rd can be solved from the following equation,

Rde3 =
mg − Fd

T

The control torque is designed from

τ = −kξξe − kωωe + ω̂Mω −M
(
ω̂ exp(−ξ̂e)ωd − exp(−ξ̂e)ω̇d

)
(23)

where kξ ∈ R3×3 and kω ∈ R3×3 are positive definite diagonal matrices; ξe and ωe are
the attitude tracking error and the angular tracking error, respectively.

Projecting the control torque, we can obtain the commanded torque for EOM (5)
as follows:

τ ′ = Rω(−ê3)2ω +R(−ê3)2τ (24)

It is seen that by using such a controller, the tracking error of EOM (5) is expo-
nentially stable at origin. Furthermore, from the regular perturbation theorem, the
attitude controller can render the attitude tracking error bounded in the presence of
d3.
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3.3. Transfer to the Slung Load System

The controller of the under-actuated aerial vehicle can be transferred to control the
slung load system. We can write the controller for the aerial vehicle as follows:[

T
mV

τ

]
= C(xV,d, ẋV,d, xV ,K1) (25)

where xV,d is the desired state and K1 = (kT , kξ, kω) is the parameter set in the vehicle
controller.

The controller can therefore be migrated to the load subsystem as follows:[ TL,d

mL

τL,d

]
= C(xL,d, ẋL,d, xL,K2) (26)

where xL,d is the desired state of the load subsystem which is generated by the admit-
tance filter, and K2 is the corresponding parameter set in the load controller.

Subsequently, the virtual control can be mapped to the thrust and attitude of the
underactuated aerial vehicle by following (16). The designed attitude thrust is therefore
expressed by

Tdr3,d = A−1
(
C(xL,d, ẋL,d, xL,K2) + h−1(xL)w∗e −B

)
(27)

3.4. Stability Analysis

The stability analysis is performed by considering the boundedness of the force estima-
tion error, the stability of the original controller for the aerial vehicles, in combination
with the results obtained from Section 2.

Theorem 1. Consider the aerial slung load system (3). The external interaction force
is estimated from (21), the desired position of the load is given by the admittance filter
(13), and the control law is designed from (22), (24), and (27). Assume the external
force is bounded, then the error x̃L = xL − xL,d converges to the region {x̃L : ‖x̃L‖ ≤
c2c5
c1θc3
} in finite time, where c5 = c4b1b3

√
1

m2
V +m2

l
+ 1

m2
V l

2 + c4(b
∗
2 + bd) with

b∗2 =
1

mL

‖Fe‖+
b4√

k2I1 + k2I2 + k2I3

 (28)

Proof. The estimation force error can be estimated from the EOM of the system.
Substituting (20) into (21) and taking derivative of F ∗e results in

Ḟ ∗e = kI(Fe − F ∗e ) (29)

Defining the estimation error as F̃e = Fe−F ∗e , then from the external force estimator,
we can acquire the estimation error dynamics as follows:

˙̃Fe = −kI F̃e + Ḟe (30)
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The derivative of the external force is assumed to be bounded, which can be ex-
pressed by

‖Ḟe‖ ≤ b4 (31)

Then, the solution of (30) is given by

F̃e = e−kItF̃e(0) +

∫ t

0
e−kI(t−τ)Ḟe(τ)dτ (32)

It is seen from the boundedness of Ḟe that

|F̃e| ≤ |e−kItF̃e(0)|+ b4

 − 1
kI1
e−kI1t + 1

kI1
− 1
kI2
e−kI2t + 1

kI2
− 1
kI3
e−kI3t + 1

kI3

 (33)

Then F̃e can be further bounded by

|F̃e(t)| ≤ |F̃e(0)|+

 b4
kI1
b4
kI2
b4
kI3

 ≤ |Fe(0)|+

 b4
kI1
b4
kI2
b4
kI3

 (34)

which indicates (17). In this case, the constant b2 in (17) is decided by b∗2 in (28).
From the exponential stability of the closed-loop nominal vehicle system, it can be

concluded that under the controller (22), and (24), there exists a Lyapunov function
V for the nominal aerial vehicle system satisfying (15). Then following the same steps
as (18) - (19), it is seen that the closed-loop aerial slung load system is ultimately
bounded, which completes the proof.

4. Numerical Simulation

In the simulation, a small scale aerial slung load system is considered. The mass of
the aerial vehicle is given by mV = 2kg, the mass of the load is mL = 1kg, the
length of the cable is l = 1.2m, and the inertia tensor of the aerial vehicle is given by
m = diag(0.025; 0.0636; 0.0809)kg ·m2.

The external force exerted on the load is shown as the dot-dashed line in Fig. 2.
The disturbance expressing the uncertainties is given by

d1 ∼ U(−0.5N, 0.5N), d2 ∼ U(−0.5Nm, 0.5Nm) (35)

where U represents the uniform distribution.
The interaction controller is transferred from the flight controller using the method-

ology shown in Section 3. The simulation results are shown in Figs. 3-8. Using the force
estimator (21), the estimation result is shown as the solid line in Fig. 2. It is seen that
the estimation error of the external force is bounded. The load position tracking is
depicted in Fig. 3, which indicates that the actual position tracks the desired posi-
tion. Under the admittance filter, the desired position reacts to the external force
compliantly. The cable attitude expressed in unit vector is illustrated in Fig. 4. It is
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Figure 2.: The actual and the estimated external force acting on the load.
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Figure 3.: The desired load position (dot-dashed line) and the actual load position
(solid line).

noticeable that the attitude of the cable varies following the external force. Fig. 5
demonstrates the 3D profile of the reference load position, the actual load position,
and the position of the aerial vehicle. It is seen that with the proposed interaction con-
trol, the desired load position is generated compliantly and tracked by the actual load
position. The attitude tracking profile of the aircraft is shown in Fig. 6. The thrust
along the cable acting on the load is shown in Fig. 7, while the thrust provided by the
under-actuated aircraft is shown in Fig. 8. In summary, all the simulation figures show
that the compliant interaction control of the aerial slung load under external force is
achieved.

As a comparison, we apply the method presented in [1] here to design the controller
for the aerial slung load system. The well-tuned results are shown in Fig. 9 - Fig. 12. It
is seen that in the comparison case, the controller cannot handle the interaction force.
Therefore, in Fig. 9, the position of the load is not compliant under the external force.
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 present the attitude of the load and the aircraft respectively.

Compared to the baseline controller, it is seen that the performance of our pro-
posed controller is satisfactory. Moreover, our proposed methodology can be used to
design the interaction control, therefore can let the system follow the external force
compliantly. However, as our proposed controller is transferred from the existing flight
controller. The design procedure is much simpler that designing a new controller. The
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Figure 4.: The commanded load cable attitude (dot-dashed line) and the actual cable
attitude (solid line).
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Figure 5.: The 3D profile of the reference load position (pL,r), actual load position,
and the actual vehicle position.
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Figure 6.: The aircraft attitude tracking profile, expressed in Euler angles.

comparison provides a reference indicating that we can obtain the interaction controller
of the aerial slung load system while ensuring the performance of the controller.
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Figure 7.: The thrust vector TLq provided by the cable.
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Figure 8.: The thrust magnitude of the aerial vehicle.
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Figure 9.: The desired load position and the actual load position, comparison case.

Remark 1. In order to apply the proposed methodology into the real world system,
we need to design the real world system such that its dynamic equation closes to (1) as
much as possible. It is noted that the real world system usually suffers from the problems
of latency, either from the sensor or from the actuator. Although it can be proved that
the controlled aerial slung load system using the proposed methodology is still stable
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Figure 10.: The attitude of the load, comparison case.
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Figure 11.: The aircraft attitude tracking profile, expressed in Euler angles, comparison
case.
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Figure 12.: The 3D profile of the reference load position (pL,r), actual load position,
and the actual vehicle position, comparison case.

under latency. However, if the latency exceeds certain range, the stability may be hurt.
This is also the main possible problem in applying the proposed methodology into the
real world system. Applying the proposed methodology into the real world system is also
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in our future interests.

5. Conclusions

A methodology has been proposed in this paper on transferring the flight control of
under-actuated aerial vehicles to the interaction control of aerial slung load systems.
The conversion begins from the comparison of the two kinds of system. By utilizing
the differential flatness of the two kinds of system, parts of the EOM of aircraft and
the loads have been written in the same form, which has given us the inspiration on
how to migrate the control. The uncertainties of the aerial system and the attitude
tracking error of the aircraft have been also analyzed. The migration methodology
has been proved to be feasible from a series of proof which shows the convergence of
the interaction controlled system with uncertainties. The theoretical framework has
provided a basis on how to design the interaction control of the aerial slung system.
An application example and its numerical simulation from the theoretical framework
have been presented in the paper, demonstrating the feasibility of the theoretical
framework. Future work can be conducted in several directions. Firstly, the real-world
experiments of the proposed work is an interesting topic. Secondly, the proposed work
can be extended to the interaction control of slung load transported by multiple aerial
vehicles.
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